
 

 

                     Message from the Chairman 

Newsletter n° 19 

Date: Friday, December 18, 2015 

Dear GEM&L friends, 

It is now time to wish you a very happy Christmas season and New Year. Everyone will have the 

opportunity to relax, to enjoy being with family and friends and to forget the heavy daily tasks. It is also 

time to take stock of the present year’s actions and to look into the future with optimism, which we 

hope to be nice, despite the difficulties of the present time. 

Looking back at 2015, it will have been a very satisfying year for GEM&L, became a member of the 

scientific board of the FNEGE (French Foundation for Business education), where we are active, 

notably in a recently created commission for the development of the conferences last spring we 

organized our meeting for innovative teaching practices, a moment of fruitful exchange of ideas and 

experiences, such as the case study methodology. I would like to thank Bohdan Pawlyszyn and his 

school for the warm welcome.   

Then we held the excellent Helsinki workshop, which is still in our memories. The feed-back we 

received highlighted, the high quality of the presentations and of the audience feedback, the 

conviviality of our GEM&L community the great cohesion of this diverse community of participants who 

came together  at Aalto University Business School. All these positive remarks went straight to our 

hearts and strengthened our determination to develop this vigourous community of international 

management scholars. 

Some of us met again in Athens at the EGOS conference, where every two years the language track 

gathers colleagues coming from various horizons, all of whom are interested in language issues in 

international management.  

In November GEM&L organized the GEM&L breakfast meeting with companies in collaboration with 

the Club des Entreprises de l’Université Savoie Mont-Blanc. Four keynote speakers addressed the 

following topics: translation issues, knowledge communities at ESSILOR, academic research and 

multilingualism in a Japanese company. I would like to warmly thank Amy CHURCH-MOREL, who has 

been the efficient local organizer of this event and Virginie REITZER, Director of the Club des 

Entreprises for her warm welcome. 

Regarding the future, three challenging events are on our agenda. First it will be the 10th GEM&L 

International conference on Knowledge management, Translation and Mediation. On this occasion We 

will drink Champagne and celebrate the anniversary of our first meeting at Tours Business School in 

2007. Then we will meet in Toulouse to the Etats Généraux du Management, organized by the 

FNEGE on 26-27 Mai 2016. GEM&L will convene a workshop together with the AGeCSO on 

Language and Knowledge Management. Last but not least we invite you all to come to Anaheim 

(California) to the AOM conference in August 2016 where we have launched a Professional 



Development Workshop together with Mary-Yoko BRANNEN, Terry MUGHAN and Helene TENZER. 

All this are very challenging projects for the GEM&L. 

On a concluding note I would like to remind you that the Paris conference 2016 will be an important 

moment for our association, since after a three year mandate of the current GEM&L elections will take 

place to appoint the board which will run the association for the next three years. I take the opportunity 

to warmly thank all the colleagues of the GEM&L board for their commitment and support. I warmly 

invite you to join us in Paris at ESCP-EUROPE on 16-18 March 2016. In order to meet our 

commitments and ambitious goals we need two things, your support, in particular your financial 

support and a motivated, vigorous and efficient leading staff.   

A Merry Christmas and a happy New Year ! 

Dr. Philippe Lecomte 

President of GEM&L  

 

 

 


